
HACKED Puzzle Solution File
*One solution per page

*How to eliminate suspects is on the final page before the Box Solution



Will Street Detective Agency
Login card

Solution: torihawkins39

You get this by scanning the “You’ve Been Hacked” start here card. There’s a message
that FLUK3 has sent you.



Motel “Who are you looking for
here?”

Solution: april

Message 1: Is about aliens.

Message 2: Peter mentions that Devon was working the time during one of the murders,
eliminating her.

Message 3: from a neighbor.

Message 4: Information about who to contact at the Hideaway named “April.”

Eliminates: John and Devon.



Den of Thieves
Solution: techno

You get this by the non-italicized words doing this you’ll see the letters T E C H N O.



Thornmire County Evidence note
Solution: wish, take, made, only



A�er Unlocking Den of Thieves

Solution: 9860



Case File Number 00126 – Phone
of Darlene Losier

Solution: 5683

Kim’s not said that the victim used the word on her necklace charm for everything, the
word is “love.” Now you convert that to unlock her phone. L=5, O=6, V=8, E=3.



Case File Number 00126 – Mom
Text Messages

1. Text 1- Count what is red and that is the first

2. Text 2- For the second you need all of the tools for marking

3. Text 3- Third is obtained with eyewear plus food

4. Text 4- Finally the fourth you get when you count all the notes

Solution: 4735

You get this by using the picture of the desk.

4 (apple, notebook, 2 red sharpies)

7 (markers)

3 ( glasses, sandwich, apple)

5 (there are five sticky notes)



Case File Number 00127 –
CD/Exhibit B-1

Solution: One Two Six Five

1265

You get this by following the instructions for the CD. You’ll place the CD over the letter
told, and you’re told to look in one direction (EWNS), and when you look in that
direction, you’ll get a letter.



Coyote Parcel Website Tracking
Number

Solution: 986047351265

Using all the numbers from the previous stuff you solved, you’ll put all of them in
chronological order



Abandoned House card
Solution: paris381

Motel unlock tells you the one guy planned a trip to “Paris.” Giving you the location.

The number comes from the Coyote Parcel Service website when you put the tracking
number in. When you do that, you’ll get 381 on the last address.

There’s important stuff in this unlock such as what the stuffed animals name is: it’s a
penguin named “Fancy.”



How to eliminate each suspect
1. Anonymous Tip Line – Audio message eliminates Devon Blitzer
2. Motel Unlock – John Eibach was at the motel with April
3. Abandoned House Unlock – Jeremy Steele is found dead. Milton Drake is

eliminated by the cigarette having lipstick on it and the fact that he doesn’t
smoke Newport. Dana Bodo is eliminated by the fact that she doesn’t smoke
Newport.



Box Solution card
Solution: fancyjacki

You get the name of the animal on the newspaper in the abandoned house unlock.


